Introduction
Considering the binocular case, that is two views from a stereoscopic system or two different views from an unique moving camera, an interesting relationship is defined in the so-called epipolar geometry [4] . The epipolar geometry is contained in the fundamental matrix which includes the intrinsic parameters of both cameras and the position and orientation of one camera with respect to the other. The fundamental matrix can be used to reduce the matching process among the viewpoints and to get the camera pose in active systems where optical and geometrical parameters might change dynamically depending on the imaged scene. Two main principles are used in egomotion estimation: a) the discrete epipolar constraint; and b) the differential epipolar geometry.
The discrete epipolar constraint was formulated by
Longuet-Higgins [6] . In this case the relative 3D displacement between both views is recovered by the epipolar constraint from a set of correspondences in both image Considering the camera velocity slow enough and a high imaging rate, the relative displacement between two consecutive images becomes small. Then, the 2D displacement of image points can he obtained from an image sequence leading lo the estimation of the 3D camera motion.
This article is structured as follows. First, a brief stateof-an on egomotion estimation is presented. Section 3 deals with the adaptation from 6-DOF (Degrees Of Freedom) estimation to the 2-DOF common case of a mobile robot, by constraining the movement. Section 4 compares the results obtained by using synthetic and real images. The article ends with conclusions.
Comparative state-of-art
Methods based on the discrete epipolar conslraint are set off from the essential matrix E (see equation (I)), where q is the projection of a 3D object point on the image plane of the first camera expressed in metric coordinates, q' is the projection of the same object point in the second camera, CRc, is the rotation matrix that relates the orientation of the second camera with respect to the tirst, and '&. is the antisymmetric matrix of the lranslation vector CtC, expressing the origin of the second camera with respect to the tirst. Then, the discrete epipolar constraint is given by, whereas differential methods are set off from two matrices (see equations (2) and (3)). These matrices encode the information ahout the linear U and angular w velocity of the camera [ 3 ] .
(2) (1998) Approaches to motion estimation can be classified into discrete and differential methods depending on whether they use a set of point correspondences or optical flow. Moreover, they are classified into linear and nonlinear depending on the minimization technique used, see table l. This article focuses on linear techniques based on the differential epipolar constraint and their adaptation to mobile robot movement as described in the next section.
Adaptation to mobile robotics
Due to the fact that the permitted movements of a robot moving on flat ground are limited, it is possible to impose geometrical constraints in the differential epipolar equation. Then, the number of potential solutions is reduced, enabling a considerable improvement of the results obtained. We have considered a mobile robot with 2-DOF, i.e. a forward translation and a rotation around itself. The robot coordinate system bas been fixed so that the robot translates along XR and rotates around Z R . These constraints force the following considerations:
The camera placed on the robot cannot move freely, so that camera velocity (U, and wc) and robot velocity (up and w,) are equivalent (U, = U . and wr = w,).
e The motion with respect to the camera coordinate system depends on its position. The camera is placed at 'Method based on the Differential Epipolar Consmini.
height h along ZR so that X c axis is parallel to YR and orthogonal to X R . Then, a is the angle between the X R and Zc axis.
In such a configuration. the matrix that relates the camera and robot coordinate systems is known and equal to,
Then, the velocities can be transformed to the camera coordinate system obtaining, 
where s1 = s2 = s3 = 0, sq = aw,,~,, sin(Za), s5 = iwV.,uT, cos(2a) and se = -sq. Equations (2) and (12) have been used to estimate the 2-DOF movement of the mobile robot.
Experimental results
Almost all the surveyed methods using the differential epipolar constraint (listed in table 1) were programmed and tested in the same conditions in order to allow an extensive comparison. The movement constraints described in the previous section were applied to six of these methods: The methods adapted to robot motion do not present an error in the linear velocity estimation, because the methods intrinsically fix its direction. Hence, the error in the translation estimate for every method shown in figure 1 is zero. Actually. this fact implies that the error presented in the es- The results obtained with real images are also quite accurate. Figure 3 compares the results given by LS and its adaptation to the mobile robot (RaLS), considering up to 80 test images where the camera has a tilt angle of -10' and the robot progresses and rotates with an angle of -0.1' in every two consecutive images. Figure 3 shows the accuracy on rotation and translation estimation and the vectors obtained. The error on translation estimation is zero in the adapted method while in the general method (6-DOF estimation) gives an error in the Z-axis since in that case it is difficult to distinguish between a camera rotation around Y-axis and a camera translation along X-axis. Finally, the rotation estimation is also more accurate using the adapted RaLS than the general method.
The same example described in the previous paragraph was tested for all the surveyed methods. The results obtained are represented in figure 4 , which shows that the adapted 2-DOF methods are always more accurate than the general 6-DOE
Conclusions
This article presents a new evaluation, comparison and classification of methods and techniques for egomotion estimation based on the differential epipolar constraint. The article focuses on linear techniques based on the differential epipolar constraint. These techniques permit the estimation of the camera movement using optical flow without correspondences. The surveyed techniques were adapted in order to constrain the movement, considering the common situation of a 2-DOF mobile robot. Experimental results are given with synthetic data taking into account: gaussian noise, several camera fields of view, motion and camera position. The results obtained are more accurate and stable than their general versions, even under appreciable image noise. Results with real images show that the accuracy improves considerably as a result of considering a constrained movement.
Concluding, the 6-DOF movement estimation methods are quite sensitive to noise. Hence, these methods should be adapted constraining the number of DOF with the aim of reducing the error. In this article, the 2-DOF movement estimation of a mobile robot was evaluated and tested by using several methods of motion estimation.
